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INTRODUCTION 

 

In the memory of Prince Osita Ike is a collection of poems and notes written by some  members of 

LiteraNation   and literary enthusiasts across Nigeria to mourn, celebrate and honour the life and 

contributions of Late Prince Osita Ike. 

Following his death on December 17, 2016 Literanation made call for submission of essays and 

poems from both writers and literary enthusiasts across Nigeria to mourn, celebrate and honour the 

life and contributions of one of its Advisors, Late Prince Osita Ike.  

Prince Osita Ike was born on June 12, 1962. Until his death he was a Nigerian writer, philanthropist,, 

Rights Activist and one of  LiteraNation`s foremost member of its Advisory board.   

 

In this sorrowful time, we would like to extend to his family our heartfelt condolences. May our May 

our condolences bring comfort during this painful time. 
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1. WE CAN LEARN TO LIVE AGAIN 

 

Wake me up before you go 

I need a little more of your love. 

We can learn to live again after we're 

gone from this loosed earth' fantasies. 

our footprints stand, drawing lines of 

perfection of our deeds before the naked sun. 

Our tears may dry from its abundant source, 

our mouth may become wider than usual, 

our eyes moist with forbidden water, 

yet, we match on with a bleeding heart, 

knowing that we all must come to the end 

of this sorrowful line someday, a debt for all 

Man to pay before the judgement day. 

With the sharpness of this edge of life, 
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the motion of verseless song shall render 

our voices not like professional mourners 

looking at your face in an illusion of lost in 

radiating face of a coward called death. 

We've over worked our sagging mouth already 

emptiness of our past is the present of life 

In a scampered direction, we shall learn to 

live in the space between our fingers. 

We can learn to live again with this in focus, 

Death is a coward harvesting and running. 

Yes, we missed your incredible ink here, 

we long to behold your face again in mind eyes, 

one minute is not enough to mourn you 

but we must direct our fears towards God 

not hurrying to the grave to be consumed; 

for our tomorrow holds life tightly in the  

hands of a greedy death. 

 

About the Poet. 

John chizoba Vincent is a poet, Novelist, Cinematographer and 

Video director. He has been published on magazines, online journals 

and blogs. He has four published books to his credit. He lives in 

Lagos. 

 

 

 

2. quartet  

(for osita, in memoriam) 

- by Obemata** 
 
i  
 
we wonder about time, 
about you in time,  
who has gone 
ahead of us. 
 
dear friend, 
who is no longer with us, 
who we can no longer spend 
time talking  
about the old times, 
 
who arrived for a time, 
departed  
from us at a time, 
who won't be coming 
back to us 
while we wail. 
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this sunset, 
we wonder 
not only about you, 
but about your loved ones, 
heartbroken, 
grieving 
where condolences  
cannot replace loss.  
 
dear friend  
who is no longer with us, 
does the sun set where you are?  
can you hear our wails? 
 
ii  
 
since you left 
songs have turned to elegies, 
tears, 
days have altered, 
  with no mornings of laughter, 
  with no evenings of banter, 
no rising sun, 
only the sadness of your absence, 
only sorrows, 
only pains that don't tire of weighing 
on hearts, 
this earth that bears my tears. 
since you left, 
i have known pain, 
days altered by your absence, 
so i grab life,  
questioning it,  
very hard. 
i weep. 
 
iii  
 
where there was no door, 
you pointed us 
to the trails to ourselves. 
look there, you said. 
where there was no vision, 
you asked us to listen to the voices  
in our dreams.  
you heard dreams  
call to the night. 
perhaps, 
you realized we were blind 
to trace the nightmare  
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that surrounded us 
with our fingertips  
or to sense your anger of seeing 
the decrepit walls of the night 
lay on pillows, 
so you left us early 
for where 
no one would bother you. 
where you heard dreams call to the night, 
folks grope in silence  
for doors, 
trails, 
voices, 
their dreams. 
here, someone is listening hard to hear your voice- 
she doesn't hear you. 
she knows you are not there. 
 
iv  
 
dear jizospikin, 
which kain waka you kom waka? 
you waka, halla  
byebye o 
when agogo for dis life  
nor ba nack gbagaun, 
while man pikin still dey here 
dey cry upandan. 
 
crown prince of Ndikelionwu, 
death tink sey  
im fit move yor crown. 
na lie, na big lie. 
see as you kack kooleh 
with the crown of yor fada, jizos 
dey sing hosanna. 
God punish death! 
 
dear jizospikin, 
since you waka, 
man pikin dey cry upandan, 
dey beg God: 
Baba, 
forgive ya pikin im sins; 
mek we jam wan day 
for yonda thru Jizos, awa lawd. 
 
 

About the poet 

 Obemata is a poet, lawyer, political activist, essayist and 

columnist, whose poems have appeared in Sentinel Poetry 
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Quarterly, African Writer, Witness- anthology of war poems, 

Serengeti Press, Ontario, etcetera. His works include Triptych 

(2013), Clockwork (forthcoming 2017) and Left Behind- Reflections 

on Nigeria's Legacy of Exclusion (2018). He lives in Abuja. 

 
 

4. Dear Prince Osita 

 

Dear Prince Osita, 

Today we pause to reflect upon 

your legacies and how they have shaped our character, 

moulded our spirits and touched our hearts. 

Your life was a blessing 

Yes it was! 

Your memory a treasure... 

Yes it is! 

You are loved beyond words 

and you will never be replaced. 

 

About the poet 

Benneth Nwankwo  is a Nigerian Writer, Satirist, Poet, Essayist, 

Literary Blogger and the Publisher of BN BLOG. Prior to founding 

LiteraNation, he has been the host of STWB, interviewing prominent 

figures in the worlds of literature, politics and popular culture. 

 

 

 

5. TO  OSITA IKE 

 

 

 

In my heart, I buried your breathing corpse, 

Osita, perfect imperfection, epitome of his pops. 

 

 

 

Your grave is in my heart, six feet shorter 

Six feet shorter from my brain, meant to linger. 

 

 

Days our eyes chatted lingers, though gone, 

Yet your achievements are still here not yet gone. 
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In my heart you live, within my vicinity; 

Yet, I trekked down my heart, couldn't visit. 

 

 

Osita, our tears are dried, yet to dry 

Left behind as tears for us to cry. 

 

 

We cry cos death plucked our apple eye 

But we know, right side of God you are, up so high. 

 

 

 

About the Poet 

 Ololade Akinlabi is a graduated from Obafemi Awolowo University, 

where he studied Estate Management, his spur for words prompts 

him to express his feelings through poems. 

 

 

6. For Ositadimma 

 

Ositadima Adeolu Olusanya Nnayelugo Ike , unbelievable but it happened. The music 

stopped suddenly. He was a man of many parts, an organiser per excellence. What shall we 

say?  

We Thank God for everything . 

Your Sisters - 

Mrs Deola Akinboboye 

Mrs Sola Sanda 

Mrs Biola Adewumi 

 

 

7. Fallen letter 

(each stanza should be recite twice accompany with traditional 

musical 

instrument.) 

 

A tree has fallen 

fallen in the forest of art, 

lacing the stars with silence. 

Sour is the song birds gloss their beak 
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with earth's eye with speck 

 

The moon has fallen 

fallen on the leaves 

and the stars' tears drip down in syllables 

that engrave thousand elegies. 

The moon has fallen... 

 

Eerin wo... 

Ajananku Osita subu 

Gbogbo ewe oko pa lolo. 

 

Osita: a tree in the forest of letter. 

            night has taken the path 

            the path went crook. 

            Our song become dirge, of sorrow 

            the jar has broken, and 

            the water split freely 

                    freely 

                            freely, 

          on the bare floor 

          leaving scars on the sky cheeks. 

                    Freely 

                              freely, 

          the water split. 

 

About the Poet 

Adeoti Adedeji is a student of Obafemi Awolowo University, 

department of Arts and Social Science Education (Education and 

English). He is a poet, essayist from Iseyin in Oyo State. 

 

8. GONE  

Let's weep gently 
Let's gently weep 
For the sun sunk at noon 
And at night 
There's no moon 
The dance has left the floor 
Only legs raising dusts 
  
Weep gently 
Gently weep 
Sing me an elegy 
I've some tears to spend 
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Sing me a silent memory  
Until my pocket is empty 
And nothing more to spend 
  
A fresh sap kissed the ground 
It's sweetness evaporates 
The eye of the sun 
Winks a fledgling dew 
A rainbow dies 
Weep gently 
Gently weep 
  
Sight is long gone 
The eyes can't see the road 
The dye has caught the fabric 
It struggles in its end  
Wild fire and the savannah 
In a warm embrace danced 
Ashes screaming mid air 
  
Weep gently 
Gently weep 
The stable is ajar, 
The colt is bolted. 
A dance in public glare 
With cloth in closet left 
Mothers silent tears  
  
  
The queen is no more 
She's left the mole 
Listless ants prance about 
In search of nothing lost  
Drowning in their misery 
Weep gently 
Gently weep  
  
An Iroko has fallen 
The forest is bare 
Mosses and mushrooms 
Duel and wrestle hard 
To fill the left land 
Weep silently 
Silently weep 
  
  
  
  

 About the Poet 
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Sherifdeen Adeyemi writes from Lagos. He's content writer and an 

entrepreneur. He loves to write but enjoys reading.  

 

 

About us 

LiteraNation is a non-profit organization whose activities are geared towards the 

development, appreciation and promotion of indigenous literary and artistic skills, talents and 

intellectual power. 

Founded in 2015, LiteraNation, seeks to foster and promote the reading, writing, teaching, 

and understanding of literature and art in general by providing required support, appreciation 

and tutoring to aspiring writers, artists, poets, scholars, and all creative minds. 

SLOGAN: Igniting Creativity. 

VISION: “To develop indigenous talents, create a feasible literary environment, ignite 

creativity and celebrate life through literature.” 

PHILOSOPHY:  

We believe…. 

• We believe art in its several forms should be accessible to anyone, anytime. 

• Kindling creativity. 

•Creativity ignites meaningful life and nurtured creativity fuels community development. 

•Literary arts must be appreciated and education must be a priority. 
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